
TOLI JOINT SHIELDvinyl sheet   /   304

Vinyl
Sheet

◎ FLOORLEUM NW SERIES
◎ DEODORANT NS TOWARE NW
◎ NONWAXLEUM NW    ◎ HOSPILEUM NW
◎ SF FLOOR NW            ◎ MATURE NW
◎ CARE SAFE NW           ◎ HITOE GRANZA/HITOE FINE

◎ FLOORLEUM NW SERIES
◎ DEODORANT NS TOWARE NW

TOLI JOINT SHIELD

1
POI NT

Seam joints are 
least visible.

The seam joints of a vinyl 
sheet are least visible. This is 
why the floor image will not 
be split apart by the joints.

PO I NTPO I NT

3
Simple 

installation
Simple and 

easy-to-follow installation 
by taking 4 steps. 

2
PO I NT

Assured strength 
and durability

Strength and 
durability are as good 

as welding rods.

New seam finish designed for TOLI NW series (vinyl sheet), 
which surpasses existing heat-welding.

Available for TOLI NW 
series (vinyl sheet):

Seam joints are least visible.S1
POI NT

Strength and durability are as good as welding rods.S2
POI NT

HOSPILEUM NW

110N~130N

ー

test item welding rod evaluationTOLI JOINT SHIELD

floor covering

strength

durability Nothing abnormal detected after 180 
minutes passed.

TOLI JOINT SHIELD has the same strength as welding rod.

The required endurance time to dynamic loads is 180 minutes. 
Therefore this result can be judged as sufficiently durable. 

seam finish material for floor covering

JOINT SHIELD Method

ー

ー

ー
ー

JSHARI

liquid, bottle, tape, installation guide, 
sponge, and nozzle

liquid, bottle, tape, installation guide, 
and sponge

10 spare nozzles

50m/set

FL/NS/TS/SF/FS/HTE/CAR + JS 
+ color number for the selected vinyl sheet + FU 

e.g. FSJS2001FU

FL/NS/TS/SF/FS/HTE/CAR + JS 
+ color number for the selected vinyl sheet + EK

e.g. FSJS2001EK

50m/set

9 colors ●●●●●●●●●

180g/set 180g/set

product name TOLI JOINT SHIELD full set TOLI JOINT SHIELD liquid set spare nozzle set

description

method

image

standard qty
number
of colors

color code

specification 
& contents

product
category

“All-in-one” package for JOINT SHIELD 
Method which has a full set of required tools. 

The package for JOINT SHIELD Method which 
has all the required tools except the nozzles. 

10 spare nozzles for JOINT 
SHIELD Method.

※TOLI JOINT SHIELD can also work on the top of TOLI UNDERLAY SHEET, but when partial weight will be put on the floor (such as heavy stuff or casters), the 
seam joints should not be finished with TOLI JOINT SHIELD.

TOLI JOINT SHIELD

Before
Welding rod

After
Welding rodTOLI JOINT SHIELD

Simple installation by taking 4 steps. S3
POI NT

COMPLETED

Cover the joint with the tape. Press and bond with a roller. Remove the tape after curing. 
(40minutes in summer / 60minutes in winter)

Put the liquid on the joint.

ĐFor more information about the installation, please contact TOLI sales rep.

Step 1 Step 2 Step 3 Step 4

The pattern is split apart 
by visible joints.

The pattern is 
continuous because of 
least visible joints.
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◎ FLOORLEUM NW SERIES
◎ DEODORANT NS TOWARE NW
◎ NONWAXLEUM NW    ◎ HOSPILEUM NW
◎ SF FLOOR NW            ◎ MATURE NW
◎ CARE SAFE NW           ◎ HITOE GRANZA/HITOE FINE

◎ FLOORLEUM NW SERIES
◎ DEODORANT NS TOWARE NW

TOLI JOINT SHIELD

1
POI NT

Seam joints are 
least visible.

The seam joints of a vinyl 
sheet are least visible. This is 
why the floor image will not 
be split apart by the joints.

PO I NTPO I NT

3
Simple 

installation
Simple and 

easy-to-follow installation 
by taking 4 steps. 

2
PO I NT

Assured strength 
and durability

Strength and 
durability are as good 

as welding rods.

New seam finish designed for TOLI NW series (vinyl sheet), 
which surpasses existing heat-welding.

Available for TOLI NW 
series (vinyl sheet):

Seam joints are least visible.S1
POI NT

Strength and durability are as good as welding rods.S2
POI NT

HOSPILEUM NW

110N~130N

ー

test item welding rod evaluationTOLI JOINT SHIELD

floor covering

strength

durability Nothing abnormal detected after 180 
minutes passed.

TOLI JOINT SHIELD has the same strength as welding rod.

The required endurance time to dynamic loads is 180 minutes. 
Therefore this result can be judged as sufficiently durable. 

seam finish material for floor covering

JOINT SHIELD Method
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JSHARI

liquid, bottle, tape, installation guide, 
sponge, and nozzle

liquid, bottle, tape, installation guide, 
and sponge

10 spare nozzles

50m/set

FL/NS/TS/SF/FS/HTE/CAR + JS 
+ color number for the selected vinyl sheet + FU 

e.g. FSJS2001FU

FL/NS/TS/SF/FS/HTE/CAR + JS 
+ color number for the selected vinyl sheet + EK

e.g. FSJS2001EK

50m/set

9 colors ●●●●●●●●●

180g/set 180g/set

product name TOLI JOINT SHIELD full set TOLI JOINT SHIELD liquid set spare nozzle set

description

method

image

standard qty
number
of colors

color code

specification 
& contents

product
category

“All-in-one” package for JOINT SHIELD 
Method which has a full set of required tools. 

The package for JOINT SHIELD Method which 
has all the required tools except the nozzles. 

10 spare nozzles for JOINT 
SHIELD Method.

※TOLI JOINT SHIELD can also work on the top of TOLI UNDERLAY SHEET, but when partial weight will be put on the floor (such as heavy stuff or casters), the 
seam joints should not be finished with TOLI JOINT SHIELD.

TOLI JOINT SHIELD

Before
Welding rod

After
Welding rodTOLI JOINT SHIELD

Simple installation by taking 4 steps. S3
POI NT

COMPLETED

Cover the joint with the tape. Press and bond with a roller. Remove the tape after curing. 
(40minutes in summer / 60minutes in winter)

Put the liquid on the joint.

ĐFor more information about the installation, please contact TOLI sales rep.

Step 1 Step 2 Step 3 Step 4

The pattern is split apart 
by visible joints.

The pattern is 
continuous because of 
least visible joints.


